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-- Introduction 

 

-- Methods used in DNA Sequencing 

 

     1. Maxam & Gilbert Method 

 

      2. Sanger & Coulson Method 

 
 



 

1. Maxam & Gilbert Method 
 

-- DNA fragments - using restriction enzyme. 

-- Labeling the 5-end of the DNA fragments by adding P 32 
isotope using Polypeptidal Kinase enzyme. ( Split into 2 parts) 

 Part 0ne:  For G and A removing 

-- Treating the fragments with dimethyl sulfate to add CH3  to  
Guanine-G-  and Adenine- A. ( Split into 2 parts- 3&4) 

-- Boiling the part 3 fragments in water to remove the 
methelated G. 

-- Boiling the part 4 fragments in diluted acid to remove the 
methelated G+A. 

 -- Boiling part 3&4 in NaOH solution to remove the sugar ring 
and to break down the fragments into small fragments. 

--Electrophoresis …… Later? 
 



DNA    

Restriction enzyme  

End labeling- Polypeptidal Kinase enzyme.  

 

part 1                           part 2 

 For A and G removing       For T and C removing 
Add dimethyl sulfate to add CH3  

 to Guanine-G- and Adenine- A.   

 

                              

             part 4  Boiling in diluted acid to remove the methelated G+A 

 

  

Part  3  Boling in water to remove the methelated G 

 

Boiling part 3&4 in NaOH solution to remove the sugar ring and to      
break down the fragments into small fragments.        Electrophoresis. 

 

 



                                                               Maxam & Gilbert Method 

DNA Extraction 

 

DNA fragmentation with restriction enzyme 

 

  End labeling –P32 with Polypeptidal kinase enzyme 

 To remove A & G 

 

Treat the fragment with Dimethyl Sulfate to add CH3 to A 

& G 

 

1. Boiling in Water bath to remove G     

 

2. Boiling in diluted acid to remove A & G 

 

 Boiling 1 & 2 products with NaoH  solution to remove 

Sugar rings and to break the fragments either in G or 

in A+G end. 





----G---          -----G----        - - G- - -     - - G- - - 

---T-----       - - -T - - - -    -----T-----     ----T------ 

---A------        -----A------     - - -A - - -    ----A------ 

 -  -C - - -      - -  C- - - -     -----C-----     ----C------ 

-----G----      ------G------      - - - G- - -   - - -G - - -  

---A-------       -----A------      - - A- - - -   ----A----- 

-----A-------         -------A-----       - - - -A - -     ----A------- 

--T--------        - -T - - - -     ----T-------   ----T------ 

 - -C - - - -     - - - C- - -      --------C---   ---C------- 

-----G-----       ------G-----     - - - -G - -   - - G-- - - 

GCTAAGCATG  



DNA    

Restriction enzyme  

End labeling- Polypeptidal Kinase enzyme.  

part 2  For T and C removing 

               Part 6 add Hydrazine + 2M NaCl to break down 

the double rings of  Cytocine – C  only. 

 Part  5  add Hydrazine to break down the double rings of  

Cytocine – C  and Thymine –T  

--Boiling the parts 5&6 fragments in boiling water bath to 

remove C&T. 

-- Treat part 5&6 with Piperidine solution to remove the sugar 

ring and to break down the fragments into small fragments. 

-- Electrophoresis 

 

 

 

 



   

Part Two:  For C and T removing 
Split Part 2 into two parts - 5&6 

 

-- Treating the fragments of part 5 with Hydrazine to break 
down the double rings of  Cytocine – C  and Thymine –T . 

-- Treating the fragments of part 6 with Hydrazine + 2M 
NaCl to break down the double rings of  Cytocine – C  only. 

-- Boiling the parts 5&6 fragments in boiling water bath to 
remove C&T. 

-- Treat part 5&6 with Piperidine solution to remove the 
sugar ring and to break down the fragments into small 
fragments. 

--Electrophoresis parts 3,4,5,6 together through poly acrylamide 
gel, X ray film, reading bands for sequencing. 

 



                                                               Maxam & Gilbert Method 

DNA Extraction 

 

DNA fragmentation with restriction enzyme 

 

  End labeling –P32 with polypeptidal kinase enzyme 

 To remove C & T 

 

Treat the fragments with Hydrazine to break down the  
double rings of T & C . 

 

Treat the fragments with Hydrazine + 2M NaCl to break 

double ring of C only. 

 

Boiling in water bath to remove bases. 

 

 Treating  with Piperidine  solution to remove Sugar rings 

and to break the fragments either in C or in C+T end. 







DNA SEQUENCING 

 







 2. Sanger & Coulson Method 
 

  -- The method used essentially nucleotide 
analogues called  

2.3.dideoxy nucleoside triphosphate. 

-- There are four analogues base called , ddCTP, 
ddGTP, ddTTP and ddATP. 

  -- These analogues bases loss the hydroxyl 
end. So they block the DNA synthesis soon they 
enter in the process. 

 -- This method need a DNA library using M13 
as a vector and a p32 labeled primer. 

 









 

 2. Sanger & Coulson Method 

DNA Extraction 

 

 

Fragmentation of DNA with restriction enzyme 

 

 

Buliding DNA library with M13 

 

 

DNA Synthesis using 

  

                           p32 labeled primers 

 2.3. N-dideoxy nucleoside triphosphate 

Four Reactions 

 

 

Electrophoresis 

 

 







Thank you so much 


